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This procedure reflects legislation and official guidance at the time it was last reviewed. 
Any changes in legislation will take precedence over anything printed in this policy. Where 
other policies are referred to, they can be viewed at the Policy Library 

Equity in Opportunities Anti-Bullying and   

Anti-Harassment Policy - Procedure 



1. Introduction 

The RSN recognises the benefits of having a diverse community of employees and 
students. To this end, the RSN is working towards building and maintaining an inclusive 
environment which promotes equality, values diversity and respects the rights and dignity 
of all. 

This Policy must be read in conjunction with the Equalities, Anti-Bullying and Anit-
Harassment Procedure and Code of Conduct Policy. 

This policy is supported by the following other policies and procedures (in the Employee 
Handbook): 

(a) Grievance Procedure. 

(b) Disciplinary Procedure. 

(c) Flexible Working Procedure. 

(d) Maternity, Paternity, Adoption and Shared Parental Leave Policies. 

(e) Parental Leave Policy. 

(f) Time Off for Dependants Policy. 

(g) Data Protection Policy. 

 

 
2. Equal Opportunities Procedure 

Employees have a duty to co-operate with us to ensure that this policy is effective in 

ensuring equal opportunities and in preventing discrimination, harassment or bullying. 

Action will be taken under our Disciplinary Procedure against any employee who is found 

to have committed an act of improper or unlawful discrimination, harassment, bullying or 

intimidation. Serious breaches of this policy will be treated as potential gross misconduct 

and could render the employee liable to summary dismissal. 

Employees must not harass, bully or intimidate other employees for reasons related to 

one or more of the Protected Characteristics. Such behaviour will be treated as potential 

gross misconduct under our Disciplinary Procedure. Employees who commit serious acts 

of harassment may also be guilty of a criminal offence. 

You should draw to the attention of your line manager any suspected discriminatory acts 

or practices or suspected cases of harassment. You must not victimise or retaliate against 

an employee who has made allegations or complaints of discrimination or harassment or 

who has provided information about such discrimination or harassment. Such behaviour 

will be treated as potential gross misconduct. Employees should support colleagues who 

suffer such treatment and are making a complaint. 



3. Recruitment & Promotion 

 
3.1 Advertising 

Recruitment publicity will aim to positively encourage applications from all suitably 

qualified people when advertising job vacancies, in order to attract applications from all 

sections of the community. 

Where vacancies may be filled by promotion or transfer, they will be published to all 

eligible employees in such a way that they do not restrict applications from employees 

with a particular Protected Characteristics. However, where having regard to the nature 

and context of the work, having a particular Protected Characteristics is an occupational 

requirement and that occupational requirement is a proportionate means of achieving a 

legitimate aim, we will apply that requirement to the job role and this may therefore be 

specified in the advertisement. 

3.2 Selection Process 

The selection process will be carried out consistently for all jobs at all levels. We will 

ensure that this equal opportunities policy is available to all staff, and in particular is given 

to all staff with responsibility for recruitment, selection and promotion. 

The selection of new staff will be based on job requirements and the individual's suitability 

and ability to do, or to train for, the job in question. Person specification and job 

descriptions will be limited to those requirements that are necessary for the effective 

performance of the job. Candidates for employment, promotion or transfer will be 

assessed objectively against the requirements of the job. 

With disabled job applicants, we will have regard to our duty to make reasonable 

adjustments to work provisions, criteria and practices or to physical features of work 

premises or to provide auxiliary aids or services in order to ensure that the disabled 

person is not placed at a substantial disadvantage in comparison with persons who are 

not disabled. 

3.3 Selection Criteria 

All applications will be processed consistently. The staff responsible for short listing, 

interviewing and selecting candidates will be clearly informed of the selection criteria and 

of the need for their consistent application. All questions that are put to the applicants will 

relate to the requirements of the job. 

3.4 Candidate Selection 

All persons responsible for selecting new employees, employees for training or 

employees for transfer or promotion to other jobs will be instructed not to discriminate 

because of one or more of the Protected Characteristics. Where a promotional system is 

in operation, the assessment criteria will be examined to ensure that they are not 



discriminatory. The promotional system will be checked from time to time in order to 

assess how it is working in practice. 

When a group of workers who predominantly have a particular Protected Characteristic 

appear to be excluded from access to promotion, transfer and training and to other 

benefits, our systems and procedures will be reviewed to ensure there is no unlawful 

discrimination 

4. Disabilities 

If you experience difficulties at work because of your disability, you may wish to contact 

your line manager to discuss any reasonable adjustments that would help overcome or 

minimise the difficulty. Your line manager may wish to consult with you and your medical 

adviser about possible adjustments. We will consider the matter carefully and try to 

accommodate your needs within reason. If we consider a particular adjustment would not 

be reasonable we will explain our reasons and try to find an alternative solution where 

possible. 

We will monitor the physical features of our premises to consider whether they might 

place anyone with a disability at a substantial disadvantage. Where necessary, we will 

take reasonable steps to improve access. 

5. Bullying or harassment 

If you are being harassed or bullied, consider whether you feel able to raise the problem 

informally with the person responsible. You should explain clearly to them that their 

behaviour is not welcome or makes you uncomfortable. If this is too difficult or 

embarrassing, you should speak to your line manager who can provide confidential 

advice and assistance in resolving the issue formally or informally. If informal steps are 

not appropriate, or have not been successful, you should raise the matter formally under 

our Grievance Procedure. 



We will investigate complaints in a timely and confidential manner. The investigation will 
be conducted by someone with appropriate experience and no prior involvement in the 
complaint, where possible. Details of the investigation and the names of the person 
making the complaint and the person accused must only be disclosed on a "need to know" 
basis. We will consider whether any steps are necessary to manage any ongoing 
relationship between you and the person accused during the investigation. 

Once the investigation is complete, we will inform you of our decision. If we consider you 
have been harassed or bullied by an employee the matter will be dealt with under the 
Disciplinary Procedure as a case of possible misconduct or gross misconduct. If the 
harasser or bully is a third party such as a customer or other visitor, we will consider what 
action would be appropriate to deal with the problem. Whether or not your complaint is 
upheld, we will consider how best to manage any ongoing working relationship between 
you and the person concerned. 

Staff who make complaints or who participate in good faith in any investigation must not 
suffer any form of retaliation or victimisation as a result. Anyone found to have retaliated 
against or victimised someone in this way will be subject to disciplinary action under our 
Disciplinary Procedure. 

Information about a complaint by or about an employee may be placed on the employee's 
personnel file, along with a record of the outcome and of any notes or other documents 
compiled during the process. These will be processed in accordance with our Data 
Protection Policy. 

6. Monitoring Procedure 

We will regularly monitor the effects of selection decisions and personnel and pay 

practices and procedures in order to assess whether equal opportunity and dignity at work 

are being achieved. This will also involve considering any possible indirectly 

discriminatory effects of its working practices. If changes are required, we will implement 

them. We will also make reasonable adjustments to its standard working practices to 

overcome barriers caused by disability 


